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The Swedish furniture brand HAYMOZ 
launches their second product, the H02 
SIDE TABLE.  - A little nugget of greatness 
in limestone and wood.
H02 side table is a great table in a small format, designed by Rebecka Hay-
moz and crafted in Sweden. This functional table is elegant on its own but is 
advantageously placed together with its larger companion, the H01 coffee 
table, next to the favorite armchair or possibly as a nightstand. Made to last 
a lifetime or longer. Available for online order from December 21st  2020.

What started as a personal reflection about mindful living and an interest 
in furnitures that could out stand trends and be durable enough both in its 
esthetics and composition, lead to a full scale production. The new Swedish 
furniture brand HAYMOZ, design objects made to last for a lifetime in quality 
and sense of style.

”The H02 Side Table is crafted with the idea to leave no visual noise. There 
are no hardware or other, neither visible nor hidden components. It is modern, 
sleek and clever in itself with focus on true craftsmanship. The vivid limestone 
top speaks of stories from the past which makes this small, yet very versatile 
table a classical piece with a contemporary approach. The whole design rests 
on the counter balance between the masculine shape of the wood and the fe-
minine touch of the round limestone top.” says Rebecka Haymoz, designer and 
founder at HAYMOZ. 

HAYMOZ is a furniture brand founded by Swedish interior architect Rebecka 
Haymoz. Rebecka combines furniture design with interior work for public 
spaces and private homes. HAYMOZ is all about timeless design, everyday life 
and finding the perfect combinations in materials, proportions and shape, with 
nature in mind. Second product launches before Christmas 2020. 

facts

MATERIALS

100% limestone
Oak or walnut veneer 
(30mm thick)

PRODUCTION 

Crafted by hand in  
Stockholm, Sweden

DIMENSIONS (cm)

L 35 W 35 H 50

Available for online 
purchase at
www.haymoz.se

Price from 7900 SEK
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